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Indian migration and community 
formation: an analysis of congregacion 
in colonial Guatemala 

G EO RGE LOV E LL AND W ILLIAM R. SW E Z E Y 

Who fails to settle fails to conquer properly. 
Francisco Lopez de Gomera (c. 1552) 

Compared with Mexico and Peru, the colonial experience in Centra l Amer
ica, period by period, place by place, remains elusively beyond our know
ledge. General works such as those by Murdo MacLeod and William 
Sherman serve effectively as important frames of refere nce, but neither 
scholar wo uld claim his contribution to be anything more than a foundation 
upon which further research mu st be built.' MacLeod in particu lar recog
nizes this, emphasizing that " research on colonial Guatemala has hardly 
begun.'? Declaring the field to be " almost limitless," he identifies unequivo
cally the pr iorities of future research: " One should begin by establishing the 
geographical context and by putting people into it.") Our intent in this 
chapter, and the larger work it precedes, could not be worded more 
succinctly.' 

The geographical context we wish , if not to establish, at least to explore, is 
the area of Spanish dominion known in the mid-sixteenth century as the 
" term inos y jurisdiccion" of Santiago de Guatemala.' Today, such a terri tor
ial unit would embrace the Republic of Guatemala, excluding the northern 
depa rtmen t of El Peten, with some overspill east into El Salvador and west 
into Chiapas (F igure 2. I) . Not the environs of the colonial capital itself but 
how place arrangements within its jurisdiction came into existence form the 
focus of inquiry.s People may be put into this geographical context a number 
of ways. The way we choose to project them, Spaniards as well as Indians, is 
by looking at how each adapted to the other during the complex process of 
population movement and community formation referred to as congrega
cion. Not until a historical geography is reconstructed in the same pains
taking fashion as the work of Peter Gerhard on Mexico will the argument we 
present of how people made " places" in colonial Guatemala assume greater 
or lesser va lidit y." 
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Place, space and community in highland Guatemala 

The argument we present may be stated, twofold , as follows : first , important 
socio-spa tia l continuities link preconquest , colonial , and contemporary 
Maya communities in Guatemala; and second, the dynamics of congregaci6n 
are of vital significa nce in understanding how Indians maintained identity 
and affiliation with o ld places after being moved to , and acculturated in, new 
ones. 

Our ideas are perhaps best developed by working from the known to the 
less known, from the clearer lines of the present to the hazy sha pes of the 
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Table 2.1 Municipios and their population range , 
1973 

Number of 
Department Municipios Population range 

Alta Verap az 14 3,50G-62,000 
Baja Verapaz 8 5,500-21 ,500 
Chimaltenango 16 3,000-33 ,000 
Chiquimula II 5,000-39,000 
El Pro greso 8 3,00G-17,500 
Escuintla 13 5,50G-75,000a 
Guatem ala > 17 3,500--42,000 
Hueh ueten ango 31 3,000-30,500 
Izabel 5 14,000-53 ,000 
Jalapa 7 4,500--45,000 
Jntiapa 17 3,500-54,500 
Peten 12 500- 16,000 
Quezaltenango 24 1,50G-66,000 
Quiche 18 2,500--46,000 
Retalhuleu 9 2,500--40,500 
Sacatepeq uez 16 1,000-26 ,500 
San Marcos 29 2,500-33 ,000 
Santa Rosa 14 3,50G-29,000 
Solola 19 50G-25,500 
Suchi tepequez 20 1,500-37,000 
To tonicapan 8 4,000-5 2,500 
Zacapa IO 1,50G-34,500 

Notes: -The upper figure is the combined popul ation 
of what is now Tiquisate and Nueva Concepcion. 
bHeavily-urbanized Gu atem ala City and Mexico not 
included. 

Source: Francis Gall, Diccionario Geografi co de 
Guatemala (Guatemala: Instituto Geo grafico Nacio
nal , 1978),4 vols. 

past. The municipio, or township, is universally accepted as the key socio
spatial unit in Guatemala, especially in the highland region of the country. 
Sol Tax, in a classic paper now 50 years old, deserves much of the credit for 
bringing the characteristics of municipios to the attention of a scholarly 
audience." He was in no doubt as to wh y the concept of municipio is 
important. Municipios, he contended, constitute "the basic ethnic divisions 
and cultural groups into which the country is divided," and ethnographic 
research " must begin with studies of the cultures of individual municipios."9 
In Tax's day, Guatemala was made up of353 municipios, some 290 of which 
lay in the highlands. Lowland municipios, then as now, run larger in area but 
are usually less populous than those of the highlands. Tax reckoned that 
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most highland municipios were between 100 to 250 square kilometers in 
extent, with populations ranging from 1,000 to 5,000.10 Today, 22 depart
ments administer 326 municipios, most of which are still to be found in the 
highlands , bu t with populations now considerably in excess of the minimum 
and maximum limits encountered by Tax (Table 2.1) . 

All municipios contain a cabecera, or township center, which generally 
bears the same name as the municipio itself. The cabecera is usually the hub 
of community life, whether the inhabitants of the municipio actually live 
there or in surrounding aldeas (villages) or caserios (hamlets) . Tax identified 
two main municipio types: " town nucleus" (clustered settlement) municipios 
and "vacant town" (dispersed sett lement) municipios. Most residents of 
"town nucleus" municipios live in the cabecera and walk from their homes to 
outlying fields in order to perform the labor essential for the maintenance of 
agricultural holdings. In contrast, families living in "vacant town" munici
pios are very much rural based, residing near or adjacent to their fields and 
having occasion to visit the cabecera only infrequently, perhaps to attend 
market or register a birth, marriage, or death. When the term "pueblo" 
(literally "people" or "town") is used to denote origin or identity, it can 
mean cabecera but it may also refer to the entire collective unit known as 
municipio. I I 

Tax lived and worked in the highlands of Guatemala long enough to be 
convinced that "progress in the study of Guatemalan ethnology depends 
upon a prior recognition of the municipios as the primary (and possibly final) 
ethnic units in which it is involved."12 From the standpoint of contemporary 
scholarship, what is striking about Tax's discussion of municipios is its 
failureto address the question of how they originated. To be fair to Tax, this 
oversight was not a trademark peculiar to his research alone. In the 
Mesoamerican context, mo st anthropology was (as is a great deal still) 
practiced as if history were irrelevant. Grappling with the ethnographic past, 
what another generation was to call ethnohistory, figured only marginally in 
the scheme of things. Tax's paper drew, in the fashion and training of the 
times, almost exclusively on field observation. Indeed, one of his three 
footnotes, none of which refer to an archival or printed source, informs the 
reader that his analysis is "based on sixteen months' field work."13 

Serious contemplation, if not explicitly of municipio origins, then a t least 
about Maya cultural evolution in general, begins with a landmark essay 
published by Oliver La Farge in 1940. 14 Since then the issue has been 
addressed by a number of scholars, not without generating marked differ
ences in interpretation. La Farge openly admitted that his formulation was 
based on little ethnohistorical research, was derived mostly from his own 
knowledge of one remote part of the Maya realm, and was best considered 
"guesswork" to be challenged and refined than truth to be defended and 
upheld." His reasoning suggested that a good many features of contempor
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ary Maya culture emanate more from the events an d circumstances of the 
nineteenth century than those of the colonial period. La Farge's depiction 
has been supported , recently and strongly, by the work of Robert Wasser 
strom in Chiapas, where Maya communities " remained quite homogeneous 
in both their internal structur e and the ir po sition within the colonial order. 
Only after ind ependence, it seems, and in fact toward th e end of the 
nineteenth century, did such towns acquire the distinct ethnic identities 
which later fired the imaginations of anthropologists." 16 

In contrast to the se views, Charles Wagley has speculated th at the 
municipio may represent nothing less than "a continuation of the ba sic 
societal unit of preconquest societ y." !' From Chiapas, Wagley's speculation 
is bo lstered by the find ings of George Collier, who argues that Maya 
com munities there "endured as ethnic entities throughout the colonial period 
to modern times, often with significant continuities in their internal 
organization ."1 8 

Perhaps the most celebrated reflection on Maya cultural evolution is Eric 
Wo lf's notion of the clo sed corporate peasant community , put forward first 
as a theoretical po stulation and later fleshed out impressivel y in narrative, 
empirical form .' ? Wolf sees contemporary Mes oamerican communities as 
having originated, under conditions of cultural refuge, from a fusion in the 
course of the seventeenth century of indigenous and European mores. He 
argues th at such communities evolved so as to guarantee " a measure of 
communal jurisdiction over land" and in order to "restrict their membership , 
maintain a religious system, enforce mechanisms which ensure the redi stribu
tion or destruction of sur plus wealth , and uphold barriers against the entry of 
goods and idea s produced outside the community." 20 The clo sed corporate 
peasant community is viewed not so much as "an offspring of conquest" as 
the creation of " the du aliz ation of society into a dominant entrepreneurial 
sector and a dominated secto r of native peasants."?' While the socio-spatial 
characteristics of the closed corporate pea sant community obviously have 
und ergone " great changes since th e time it was first constituted," Wolf 
contends th at " its essential features a re still visible. "22 

For Carol Smith, the concept of municipio and the notion of closed 
corporate peasant communities are closel y linked, if not synonymous. She 
write s: 

In the western highlands the classic form of the closed co rporate peasant community 
gradua lly emerged aro und the mun icipio. The municipio was not an indigenous 
institution, nor did it closely resemble an y indi genou s institution. It was a colonial 
administ ra tive unit - the lowest level political unit and the unit subject to tr ibute and 
lab or levies. The municipio was also the lowest level un it in which the Spani sh clergy 
opera ted . As man y ha ve noted, then , thi s community, centered on the municipio, was 
a novel struc ture, meeting the need s of both the colon ial adminis tr ation and the 
peasants subject to that adrninist ra tion.» 
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Table 2.2 Townsfounded in the six teenth century 
by regular and secular clergy 

Town s founded Town s founded
 
Type of clergy by 1555 by 1600
 

Domini can s 47 82
 
Franci scans 37 108
 
Mercedari an s 6 42
 
Secular clergy 5 (?) 104
 

Total 95 336 

Source: Adriaan C. Van Oss, Catholic colonialism: a 
parish history of Guatemala, 1524-1821 (Cambridge 
Univers ity Press, 1986) 43. 

While Smith clearly acknowledges the importance of mUnICipIO, she 
observes also that their emergence "did not eliminate other , more elemen
tary, units " known as parcialidades:" Smith advances the idea of municipio 
being comprised of several parcialidades, which she define s as "endogamous 
kindreds holding right s to corporate property and usually ranked in relation 
to each other ." > She suggests further that par cialidades were " ra rely 
recognized by the colonial or other Guatemalan sta tes" and that, as social 
units dating back to preconquest times, they experienced throughout history 
"a more sta ble existence" than did municipios." 

Towards reconciliation 

A review of this literature, with its perplexing mix of complementary, 
overlapping, and contradictory points of view, call s for a critical rethinking 
of the processes that shaped Maya place, space, and community. All the 
above arguments, it seems to us, have varying degrees of applicability and 
merit. All explain or illuminate certain ba sic patterns of Maya settl ement and 
culture. No one single argument, however, can possibly fit every case of how 
Maya communities were forged. What is needed, we think, is greater 
attunement on the part of scholars to the temporal and geographical 
specificity of their research. We neither eschew grand theorizing nor advocate 
narrow empiricism. What we do champion is attention to detail and 
disposition towards measured but meaningful generaliza tio n: good regional 
geography, Carl Sauer once observed, is finely representational art." 

The term " municipio" may have come into circulation during colonial 
times, but its adoption as formal administrative rhetoric dates primaril y from 
the early nineteenth century." It belongs principally not to imperial but to 
independence parlance. The municipio, therefore, was not a " colonial 
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Table 2.3 Tribute assessments for the "terminos y jurisdic
cion" of Santiago de Guatemala, 1549-1551 

Total number of assessments	 170 
Nurnber of pueblos or encomiendas 151 

Pueblos or encomiendas that are present-day municipios 95 
Pueblos or encomiendas that are settlements 

(aldeas or caserios) within present-day municipios 13 
,-.. 

Pueblos or encomiendas in present-day EI Salvador 14r 

"'"	 Pueblos or encomiendas in present-day Chiapas 6~ 
00 
0\	 Disappeared pueblos or encomiendas 12 

Unknown pueblos or encomiendas II 
'"
 
::: Source : Alonso Lopez de Cerrato, Libro de tasaciones (Archivo
 
0'"
o:l 
;> 
....	 General de Indias: Audiencia de Guatemala), 128. 
11) 

<::: 
~ administrative unit" as Carol Smith suggests. During the colonial period 
8 
0 what we identify today as municipios were called "pueblos de indios" or 
'D 

simply "pueblos," "Indian towns" or "towns" in the collective territorial 
~ sense defined earlier. t? Most of these "towns" were founded as units of 
c-. 
OJ).... settlement in the sixteenth century by members of the regular and secular 
11) 

u clergy engaged in the evangelizing mission of congregacion (Table 2.2 and 
.... 
o:l Figure 2.2). Adriaan van Oss has estimated that "by 1600 more than three 
"3 
o hundred towns and villages had been founded and subjected to the Church, 

"Cl '" representing about two-thirds of all towns founded during the entire colonial 
::: 

period."30 He records 95 "towns" in existence by about 1555 (Table 2.2). 

11) 

o:l 
.... 
o:l However , a well-known archival source - the tasaciones de tributos, or tribute"3 
OJ) assessments, compiled between 1548 and 1551 by President Alonso Lopez de 11).... 
;>, Cerrato - suggests that this number was probably closer to 150 (Table 2.3). 

.0 
"Cl Further scrutiny of the Cerrato tasaciones reveals two important geogra

11) .... phical correlations relevant to our discussion. First, throughout the 170s 
'2 '" assessments the term "pueblo" is equated with encomienda, the latter being a 
'6 system of taxation by which means individual Spaniards or the royal treasury 
-e 

•• o:l received tribute, in goods and services, from designated Indian communi
•• • ..s:'" ties." Recipients, known as encomenderos, traded encomiendas and made 

• • D· 
c,::s deals relating to their worth as if they were capital investments.v While•· i!".• 
-0 

'" 
N 

theoretically the encomienda had nothing to do with land or landholding - itI N••	 wasdesigned to function as a fiscal not a territorial element of empire - in the 
11)•• .... 
::s realm of actual practice encomiendas soon became place realities as much as 

ii: 
OJ) 

tax realities. People lived in them, raised families in them, grew crops and 
tended animals in them, made salt and wove cotton cloth in them, and moved 
back and forth from highland ones to lowland ones in order to meet Spanish 
demands for cacao. Encomiendas, then, were real places, not just pensions or 
rewards scribbled on pieces of parchment. 
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Table 2.4 Maya depopulation in six teenth-century Guatemala-

Lovell, Lutz 
Year Denevan - and Swezey' Sande rs and Murdy- Solano ' Zamora' 

c. 1525 2,000,000 2,000,000 500-800,000 300,000 315,000 
c. 1550 427,850 157,000 121,000 
c. 1575 148,000 75,000 
c. 1600 195,000 64,000 

Notes: ' Fe r full bibliographical references, see endnote 33. Evidence from the 
materi al cited in this note in part indicates that native population decline in highland 
Guatemala continued well into the seventeenth century, after which time down ward 
trends were slowly then dram at ically reversed . Several lowland areas, however, 
especially along the Pacific coast and around the Bay of Hondu ras, were emptied of 
their contact popul ations within two or three genera tions. If the estima tes of Denevan 
and Lovell, Lutz, and Swezey are correct, then it took over four centuries for the 
Maya of Guatemala to recover from the demographic collapse precipitated by 
Spanish conquest. 
bEstimate is for the territory of the present-d ay republic of Gu atemala . 
-Estimate is for southern Guatemala, defined as the area of the present-d ay republic 
of Gu atemala excluding the northern department of EI Peten, with some overspill 
west into the Mexican state of Chiapas and east into the republic of EI Salvador. 
<Estimate is for highland Guatemala only. 
'Spatial basis of estimate unclear. 
'Estirnate is for western Gu atemala, specifically the colonial juri sdiction known as the 
alcadia mayor of Zapotitl an, Neither eastern Guatemala nor the northern Peten 
district are included in these estimates. 

A second correla tio n is significa nt. Of the 150 pueblos or encomiendas that 
conform to the 170 assessments made by Cerra to , almost 90 percent o f those 
ide n tifiable as Guatemalan " towns" are today municipios (Table 2.3). Place 
na mes o ften d iffer in spe lling, but present nomenclature is recognizable in 
past va riations . Archival evidence thus ind ica tes th at, esp eciall y for the 
western highlands, most contemporary municipios m ay be traced back at 
lea st to the en co miendas parceled o ut as colonial privileges in the mid
sixteen th century by President Cer ra to . When population, in the nineteenth 
cen tu ry, began sustained recovery from the demographic impact of conquest 
(Table 2.4) and then later began to grow in size dramaticall y, Guatemalan 
law made it possible for any inhabited place wi th 200 people or more to 
q ua lify for municipio sta tus.v This development occu rred during a period 
when neocolonial desires to transform Guatemala into a " co ffee republic" 
triggered unprecedented seizu re o f Indian land a nd led to intensive exploi
tation of Indian labor.> Municipios crea ted o r reconstituted in this way 
tha t is, in response to demographic pressure and state intrusion - may be why 
La Fa rge a nd Wasserstrom favor the ninet eenth century o ver preceding ones 
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as the crucial period in community genesis. Certainly by the time the first 
national census was conducted, in 1880, a total of 323 municipios had come 
into existence.> 

It is possible, therefore, to correlate municipios, primarily nineteenth
century republican inventions, with pueblos held in encomienda, sixteenth
century colonial creations with distinct geographical characteristics. But 
what guided imperial logic to create pueblos the way it did? Might precon
quest Guatemala have affected what pueblos in colonial Guatemala came to 
look like and how they operated as social communities? Answers to the se 
questions, and further elaboration of the debate outlined earlier, lie in 
unraveling the dynamics of congregaci6n. 

Congregac lon and community in colonial Guatemala 

For imperial Spain, the conquest of America entailed moral responsibility 
for the victor as well as political subservience for the vanquished. If the latt er 
were to be subjected completely, then the will of the former must be reflected 
in the adoption of cultural imperatives. The conqueror devised, for the 
conquered, intricate schemes of acculturation by which means und esirable 
indigenous ways would be replaced by more acceptable European conven
tions. Spanish victory in Guatemala, however, did not always produce the 
kind of refiguration imperial policy needed. 

By about 1540, following military operations carried out during the 
preceding two decades, the establishment of Spanish hegemony placed the 
Maya under increased pressure to conform to imperial designs and expecta
tions. A fundamental element in the Hispanic vision of empire was to 
organize space and control population movement by the founding of towns 
and villages. Begun during the 1540s under the aegis of the Church, 
congregaci6n brought together scattered Indian groups of often no more 
than a few households enticed or coerced from their old mountain homes and 
resettled in pueblos built, wherever possible, in accessible valley terrain.v The 
language of this enterprise at times borders perilously on the romantic, as the 
following extract from the Laws of the Indies illustrates: 

With grea t care and particular attention we have always attempted to impose the 
most convenient means of instructing the Indians in the Holy Catholic Faith and the 
evangelical law, causing them to forget their ancient erroneous rites and ceremonies 
and to live in concert and order; and, so that this might be brought about, those of 
our Council of [the] Indies have met together several times with other religious 
persons ... and they, with the desire of promoting the service of God, and ours, 
resolved that the Indians should be reduced to villages and not be allowed to live 
divided and separated in the mountains and wildernesses, where they are deprived of 
all spiritual and temporal comforts, the aid of our ministers, and those other things 
which human necessities oblige men to give one to another; therefore . . . the viceroys, 
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presidents, and governors [are] charged and ordered to execute the reduction, 
settlement, and indoctrination of the Indians." 

Church may have formed the spiritual centerpiece of this forced migration, 
but congregaciones were not created solely to Christianize and civilize 
heathens; they also helped Crown officials or private encomenderos collect 
tribute, and functioned as centralized reservoirs oflabor that could be drawn 
upon for a variety of purposes. A pueblo, asserts Severo Martinez Pelaez, 
was in a certain sense a prison." Of all the ventures jointly conducted by the 
Church and the Crown, few more than congregacion reflect the symbolic 
interplay of the cross and the sword. 

How many people took part in the related migration is difficult even to 
estimate. The Cerrato tasaciones, carried out while congregacion was still in 
progress, indicate which pueblos had been founded in 1548-1551 and what 
goods and services Indians living in them were required to provide. As a 
demographic source, however, these tasaciones are highly problematical. 
Among other deficiencies , about one-fifth of all pueblos do not contain any 
record of the tribute-paying population they supported, and the pueblos that 
do contain thi s information have figures rounded-off in units of five, ten, or 
twenty.'?The sta tistical precision and wealth of social det ail that characterize 
tasaciones undertaken only ten years or so later are conspicuously absent ." 
Conservatively, at least 40 ,000 to 50,000 Indian households, perhaps a 
quarter of a million people, must have been involved in moving from one 
location to another over the preceding five or six years ." 

Th at Ind ian s had to be moved , either by persuasion or by force, was 
something the myriad factions within the colonial regime could all agree 
upon. Dominicans, Fra nciscans, and Mercedarians bickered first with each 
oth er and then lobbied in unison against the secular clergy for rights of 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction." Led by Bartolome de las Casas, the monastic 
orders opposed the exploitative manner in which encomenderos, especially 
during the early years of conquest, treated Indians "entrusted" to their 
charge, and called repeatedly on the Crown to regulate and monitor the 
terms of encomienda." All parties concurred, however, that the rewards of 
conquest - whether souls to baptize or cacao beans for barter or trade would 
be collectively maximized only if changes were made to patterns of native 
settlement and social organization. 

The political, social, and domestic arrangements Spaniards encountered 
upon arrival in Guatemala are now reasonably clear in outline, even if the 
fine details of place vari ation await patient and versatile research. Morpho
logically , sett lements were considerably more dispersed than nucleated , with 
a tendency for what little urb anization as had developed to be limited to 
defen sive, hilltop sites not in the least conducive to Spanish notions of 
civilized town life." Unlike Mexico, where Aztec authority prevailed over 
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large territories and assorted peoples, in the Guatemalan highlands no single, 
incumbent Maya state awaited the incursion of Pedro de Alvarado. On the 
contrary, upwards of a dozen small but tenacious polities, most of them 
fairly autonomous and linguistically distinct, existed side by side under 
conditions of flux that made conquest as protracted as it was arduous and 
uncertain. From research conducted on the Quiche Maya, the first and 
probably most subtly-organized nation to succumb, we have evidence of a 
social structure that was "a complicated integration of rank, descent, 
territoriality, hierarchy, and quadrachotomies.'?" Within this social struc
ture, one unit - the chinamit - has emerged as more important than any other 
in understanding how " congregated" Indians successfully engaged in what 
Nancy Farriss called " strategic acculturation. " 46 

Chinamitales, referred to by Spaniards as parcialidades or calpules, have 
been identified by Robert Hill and John Monaghan as exhibiting four main 
socio-spatial characteristics: first , they held land and other natural resources 
(water , forests, sa lt wells) as a corporate unit, with members occupying a 
shared and well-defined territory or space; second, each chinamit was an 
endogamous group, with membership based on birth in the group; third, 
members of chinamitales assumed collective responsibility for individual 
actions or deeds; and fourth, members of a chinamit took part, according to 
their sex, in group-defined economic specialization." According to Hill and 
Monaghan, several contiguous chinamitales together constituted a large unit 
known as an amag, which anthropologist G . Z. Borie has depicted as 
"representing the social group's conceptualization of their corporate 
universe ... seen in terms of a shared belief system, and shared revered 
places."48 

Like Hill and Monaghan, we feel the importance of the chinamit or 
parcialidad to have been underestimated considerably. Focusing on the 
parcialidad, to employ the Spanish designation, allows us to examine the 
successes and failures of congregaci6n as , first, a process of directed cultural 
change and, second, a process of migration and resettlement. Such a focus 
also enables us to question the universality of Wolf's portrayal of the 
Mesoamerican peasant community as " corpora te" and "closed." 

Unfamiliarity with the discrete nature of parcialidades often resulted in 
several of them being brought together by zealous missionaries to form a 
single pueblo. Once gathered at the site of a congregaci6n, however, 
unrelated parcialidades often preserved their aboriginal identity by continu
ing to operate socially and economically as separate components rather than 
merging to form a corporate body. Far from the harmonious entities colonial 
legislation promoted, many a pueblo forged by congregaci6n turned out to 
be a mosaic of parcialidades that touched but did not interpenetrate, that 
coexisted but did not always cooperate. In the province of Totonicapan 
alone, a seventeenth-century source records nine pueblos being made up of 
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some thirty-one parcialidades, each of which was assessed individually for 
purp oses of taxation (Table 2.5). Scores of other pueblos in Guatemala were 
organized internally in this same fashion, too many not to und ermine Wolf's 
assertion that parcialidades, some of which survive to this day, "remain the 
fascinating exception to the general rule that territoriality in one community 
and common participation in communal life have long since robbed such 
units of any separatist jurisdiction they may at one time have exercised.?" 

Closer examination of the characteristics of one specific pueblo throws 
into even sharper relief just how different the outcome of congregacion could 
be from what clergy and bureaucrats originally had in mind . The case of 
Sacapulas may not be representative, but it is instructive. 

Sacapulas, tod ay a municipio in the Department of EI Quich e, lies on the 
south bank of the Rio Negro or Chixoy, a river to the north of which rise, 
covered in thorny chaparral and cactus, the front ranges of the Cuchumatan 
highlands . Archaeological investigations undertaken by A. Ledyar d Smith 
show the Sacapulas area to have been occupied on the eve of Spa nish 
conquest in typical protohistoric fashion. Several fortified hilltop sites, the 
home of the elite, defended from outside attack the land around and below, 
where the common people lived, hunted, and farmed .v These sites, Hill and 
Monaghan demonstrate, may be associated singly or in combination with a 
particular amag or certain parcialidades.>' 

Contradictions in the documentary record make it difficult to determine 
exactly when Sacapulas came into existence in its early colonial form. Francis 
Gall, citing the Popol Vuh, tells us that Sacapulas was once called Lamak or 
Tuhal and that, prior to the Spanish conquest, it lay some 28 kilometers 
northeast of its present location at a place called Magdalena.v Warfare and 
destruction, another source informs us, resulted in people being displaced 
from Magdalena and relocated, some time after 1530, in four different 
pueblos: Chalchitan, Cunen, Uspantan, and Sacapulas." Writing in the 
eighteenth century, Francisco Vazquez claimed that Sacapulas and " many 
other" pueblos were founded, from 1545 on , by the Franciscan missionary 
Gonzalo Mendez.>'Another eighteenth-century chronicler, Francisco Xime
nez, mentions that Mendez was responsible for "converting to the Catholic 
Faith" two groups that later formed part of the pueblo of Sacapulas - the 
parcialidades San Francisco and Santo Tomas." Fray Gonzalo worked 
throughout the sierra country until about 1553, when Dominicans asserted 
their spiritual hegemony by building a convent at Sacapulas that served as 
the administrative center for all Dominican proselytism for the next hundred 
years.> 

As an encomienda, Sacapulas was shared in two equal parts throughout 
the sixteenth century (Figure 2.3). Our earliest official record of encomienda 
is 1534, when Anton de Morales exchanged his right to half the tribute of 
Sacapulas for one-half that of Acazaguastlan, a pueblo lying some 200 
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1/2 -----Sacapulas----- 1/2 

~ 
Juan Paez (before 1549) Ant6n de Morales (1534 or before) 

~ ~
 
Alonso Paez (1549 or before) Crist6bal de Salvatierra (1534) 

~ 
Pedro Paez de Ardon (1611 or before) Diego de Salvatierra (after 1555) 

~ Archivo General de Indias, Audiencia de Guatemala 41 and 128: Justicia 285 and 301;
 
and Patronato 57-3 -1 and 68-2-3 .
 

Figure 2.3 Encomienda succession in Sacapulas 

kilometers to the east .>' In President Cerrato's time, Cristobal de Salvatierra 
and Alonso Paez each received tribute payments, mostly locally-produced 
salt , from 80 heads-of-household, indicative of a total population of around 
800. 58 The two encomenderos did not get on well either with each other or 
with Cerrato. Their complaints against Cerrato had to do with the measures 
he took to curb encomendero abuses. Salvatierra, described in one document 
as a "drinker of blood, " was a vociferous critic of the reformist President, 
and Paez claimed that Cerrato's intervention had decreased the worth of his 
share of Sacapulas, along with that of three other pueblos, to a meager 150 
pesos each year." Prior to the Cerrato reforms, Indian tributaries were 
required to haul loads of salt from Sacapulas 100 kilometers south and east, 
over rugged terrain, to Santiago de Guatemala, where their encomenderos 
resided. This service was eventually replaced by an annual levy of fourteen 
xiguiples of cacao. 60 Meeting this demand, however, also entailed a long and 
exhausting trek, for the main cacao source closest to Sacapulas lay in the 
tierra caliente of Suchitepequez far to the south. 

The most striking feature about Sacapulas as a congregacion was its 
marked and persistent heterogeneity. Passing through in 1631, Captain 
Martin Alfonso Tovilla observed : 

The pueblo of Sacapulas is divided into six parcialidades, each of which constitutes a 
unit known as a calpul. When the missionaries congregated them , as each had only a 
small population, they brought four or five to each pueblo in order to create a larger 
[settlement] . In this way each parcialidad maintained the name of the place it came 
from . And the lands that they possessed they still cultivate today in order to grow 
corn and cater for their other bodily needs." 

Over a century and a half later, Tovilla's observation is validated by 
Andres Henriquez, then the parish priest of Sacapulas. In connection with a 
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Table 2.6 Chinamitales and parcialidades in the pueblo of 
Sacapulas 

Preconquest chinamit(ales) Co lonia l parcialidad(es) 

Ah Ca nil, Ah Toltecat , and Uchabaja Santi ago and San Sebastian' 
Beabac San Pedro ' 
Coa tecas San Francisco' 
Zacualpanecas Sant os Tomas' 

No te: 'These parcialidades exist today, by the same name , as bar rios 
or cantones (neighbo rhoods or district s) within the town center or the 
surro unding countryside. 

Source: Diccionario Geografi co de Guatemala (3:130), 1980, and 
Ro bert M. Hill II and John Monaghan, Continuities in highland Maya 
social organization: ethnohistory in Sacapulas, Guatemala (Philadel
phia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1987) 63- 75. 

complex court battle over land right s and boundaries, Henriquez testified in 
1786 that the parcialidad known as Magdalena " like the other five of this 
pueblo was, and were, small sett lements con gregated by royal order to form 
the pueblo of Sacapulas."62 By sifting through archival records that relate to 
Sacapulas, Robert Hill and John Monaghan have been able to correlate 
preconquest chinamitales with congregated parcialidades that funct ioned as 
distinct intra-community unit s throughout the colonial period, and beyond 
(Table 2.6). 

The earliest evidence we have of congregaci6n at Sacapulas not bringing 
about the cultural "melting pot" envisioned by imperi al design dates from 
1572, when the six parcialidades split, along amag lines, into two rival 
factions Hill and Monaghan identi fy as " foreigners" and " na tives." At issue, 
primarily, was equal distribution of the pueblo 's horse herd , but other related 
concerns soon emerged. Three " foreign" parci alidades - the Coetecas, 
Sitaltecas, and Zacualpanecas - lobbied for (I) division and con trol of 
community funds; (2) the right to elect their own civil representatives; and (3) 
legal recogni tion that the lands they were moved from still belonged to 
them." Concessions on all counts illustrate that Indi ans learned early how to 
operate successfully in the legal world of the conqueror. Equa lly important is 
the fact that the colonial regime could, and did , accommodate such refigu
ration, even though it conflicted with other objectives. 

The supremacy of parcialidad over pueblo at Sacapulas continued 
throughout the seventeenth century, with each social group responsible for 
paying its own tribute.s" So long as the correct amounts were furni shed on 
schedule, allowing tribute to be paid by parcialidad probably mattered little 
to Spanish recipient s. Much more problematical , however, was the arrange
ment whereby land was held and operated by parcialidad. When, towards the 
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Table 2.7 Indian landholdings at Sacapulas 

Approxima te 
extent of Tr ibut aries 

Pa rcialidad Locat ion of hold ings hold ings (1794) 

San Pedr o North bank of Rio Negro, 81 caballerias 67 
across the river from 
the pueblo 

San tiago and San Sebastian South ban k of Rio Negro 72 caballerias 141 
(including salt-works) 
adjacent to the pueblo 

San Francisco To the west of land held 78 caballerias 98 
by Santi ago and San 
Sebastian, predomi nantl y 
on the south side of 
Rio Negro 

San to To mas To the west of land held 121 caballerias 60 
by San Pedro , predomin antly 
on the nor th side of 
Rio Negro along both 
bank s of Rio Blanco 

No te: ' A caballcria is a land measure of roughly 42 hectar es. 

Source: W. Geo rge Lovell, Conquest and survival in Colonial Guatemala: a historical 
geography 0/ the Cuchuma tan Highlands, 1500-1821 (Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queen's 
University Press , 1985), 127. 

end of the colonial period , populati on began to grow, it was inevitabl e that 
land disputes would tak e on a parcialidad versus parcialidad dimension . 

The last quarter of the eighteenth century was a time of sustained in ternal 
feuding a t Sacapulas, with each par cialid ad seeking to maximize its control 
over land in the immediate vicinity of the pueblo (Table 2,7). Span ish 
a ttempts to resolve the conflict onl y exacerbated it, since certain proposals 
igno red completely tr aditional division s and alloca tions. Particularly contro
versial was the proposal to redistribute resources so as to place the salt works 
owned by parcialidades Santiago and San Sebastian with in the confines of 
the ejido and thus at the disposal of the ir neighbors (Figure 2.4). Thi s plan 
was not well received by the people of Santiago and San Sebastian , who 
entered into litigation (in the end successfully) to gua rd the salt works against 
all encroachment, but especially from parcialidad San Pedro. s' The parciali
da d San Franci sco also became embroiled in a long legal tussle with Santo 
Tomas, pr imarily over efforts by the latter to limit the access of the former to 
fert ile irrigable land in the Rio Negro valley.w 

Wolf 's "corporate" delineation of community, then, clearly doe s not fit 
the splintered case of Sacapulas, nor that of other Guatemalan communities 
founded as congregaciones or pueblos de indios after the Spanish conquest. 
Elias Zamora is mo st articula te on this point, and considers that " pueblo and 
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Figure 2.4 Proposed division of Indi an landholding at Sacapulas In the late
eighteenth century 

commu nity were not analogous concepts. In mo st instances, parcialidad 
descent structures defined the limits within which each Indian perceived 
community to lie, considering members of other descent groups as strangers 
even though they a ll lived in the same pueblo." 67 

Just as notion s about the corporate nature of community need to be 
refined, so also does our thinking on how "closed" pueblos must have been 
as operational units. On the Pacific piedmont especially, pueblos were 
associate d with estancias or rancherias considered an integral part of the 
community, where perhaps only a few families resided permanently. " All 
pueblos, under colonial law , were entitled to a communal allocation of land 
called an ejido . As well as working ejido land near the pueblo, however, 
Indians returned to plant fields farther away in the hills and mountains near 
the settlements they had been moved from . Tovilla commented on this 
migration when he pas sed through Sacapulas early in the seventeenth 
century, but the movement back and forth must, by then, have been long
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established practice. Returning to grow corn in traditional milpas not only 
made good agricultural sense. It also served to lessen the impact of 
acculturation in a new place while reaffirming an important bond with the 
old . Few Spaniards understood return migration in this way or saw it as 
something that eventually might redesign the countryside more along 
preconquest than conquest lines . Two exceptions were the Dominican friars 
Tomas de Cardenas and Juan de Torres, who were involved first-hand at 
Sacapulas in the actual process of congregacion. Their eyewitness account is 
worth examining in detail. 

On 6 December 1555, Cardenas and Torres wrote to King Charles V from 
the Dominican convent at Sacapulas to express their views on a number of 
issues. Uppermost on their mind were the tremendous obstacles working 
against effective congregacion. They speak first of difficulties imposed by the 
environment, mentioning that "this part of the sierra, being so rugged and 
broken, caused us to encounter settlements of only eight, six, or four houses 
tucked and hidden away in gullies and ravines where, until our arrival, no 
other Spaniard had penetrated ."69 Discovery earlier that year of "a large 
quantity of idols, not in any way concealed but displayed in full public view 
led the friars to wonder about the commitment of neophytes either to 
Christianity or to town residency." Indians, they contend, populate such out
of-the-way places so that "nobody can reach them or disturb their evil 
living. "70 As for those who allege that congregacion shifts Indians from one 
place to another against their will, Cardenas and Torres observe somewhat 
caustically that "there is no sick person who does not find the taste of 
medicine bad." 71 In this regard, Indians "are like children who do what they 
like, not what is good for them."72 If, at times, the tone of the friars is sober, 
paternalistic, and self-absorbed, so also is it compassionate and insightful. 
Nowhere do Cardenas and Torres come closer to understanding native 
resistance to congregacion, or reflect more poignantly on what connects 
people and place, than when they remark "among all these Indians there is 
not one who wishes to leave behind the hut passed on to him by his father, 
nor to abandon a pestilential ravine or desert some inaccessible craggy rocks, 
because that is where the bones of his forefathers rest. " 73 

The friars then implore the King to dismiss the criticisms voiced against 
Licenciado Alonso de Zorita, whose efforts to impose responsible govern
ment over Sacapulas and surrounding pueblos during his tour of inspection 
nine months earlier they praise and support." Encomenderos were circulat
ing rumors, the Dominicans claim, in order to sabotage Zorita's commend
able work. They single out, in particular, encomendero outrage at Zorita's 
resolution that Indians be given a year's reprieve from paying tribute while 
they construct new houses and plant new fields in and around the pueblos to 
which they are moved: "to the encomenderos, a year without tribute seems 
intolerable. " ?' Cardenas and Torres insist that, at least to their knowledge, 
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no ruthless excesses were being perpetrated by Spaniards against Indians in 
the Sacapulas region. The friar s do hint, though, that without judicious 
control of Spaniards, who " in these parts live for worldly intere sts," the long
term success of congregaci6n would be endangered by causing Indians to flee 
newly-established settlements to escape oppression. 

The letter written by Cardenas and Torres is suffused with an almost 
premonitory sense that the lifework they have cho sen, and the vision it 
promotes, will be plagued throughout by compromise, setback, and failure . 
Theirs was not an unfounded presentiment. Fifteen years after Cardenas and 
Torres penned their letter the native leaders of Santiago Atitlan wrote to 
Philip II complaining that, on "estancias" belonging to the pueblo, there 
lived " rebellious Indians who wish to remain outside our authority and who 
disobey our orders concerning what tribute should be paid. "76 The years 
between 1575 and 1578 saw " many Indians" near Santiago de Guatemala 
"move out, in hiding , from one place to another" rather than pay not just 
their own tribute but be made to pay also that part "owed" by deceased 
relatives." Around this same time we have several reports that mention the 
virtual disintegration of congregaci6n in parts of the Verapaz, where 
"parcialidades and entire families leave to live idolatrously in the moun
tains." 78 Two sizable pueblos - Santa Catalina and Zulben - had been 
abandoned almost completely by 1579, only five years after the Bishop of 
Verapaz himself had supervised the process of congregaci6n. At Cahab6n, 
Indians allegedly gave up civilized life to join unconquered Lacand6n and 
Chol-Manche tribe s in pre-Christian barbarism on the other side of the 
frontier ."? 

Calls by the authorities to re-congregate such wayward folk met with few 
positive results. Indians drifted away from the pueblos they were supposed to 
inhabit back to places they and their ancestors came from . The drift was 
triggered and sustained by an interplay of cultural preferences, ecological 
sense, and material circumstances. Involuntary settlement almost guaranteed 
later desertion by those unconvinced in the first instance of why they should 
move. Residency in or near a pueblo brought with it an array of obligations 
some Indians obviously thought best to escape: attending church, learning 
Spanish, paying tribute, providing labor, working in domestic service, or 
acting as human carriers. Flight to the countryside was also a common 
reaction when pueblos were struck by disease, as happened throughout the 
colonial period , sometimes with devastating impact." 

Ifit is difficult to estimate the numbers involved in the centripetal thrust of 
congregaci6n, it is impos sible to approximate (for whatever reason) how 
many took part afterwards in the decision to leave. Certainly by the late 
seventeenth century, centrifugal movement had been of sufficient intensity 
that Fuentes y Guzman could write with persistent exasperation of " wild" or 
"uncivilized" or " fugitive" Indians occupying secluded areas some distance 
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from congregaciones." When he drew a map of the Corregimiento of 
Totonicapan and Huehuetenango, Fuentes y Guzman saw fit not only to 
depict some 40 pueblos de indios ; the chronicler also represented num erous 
satellite "ranchos" where Indian families lived - either with or without 
official sanction - considerably removed from the clutches of encomenderos 
or the sermons of missionaries (Figure 2.5) .82 Natives in these remo te places 
could better evade taxation or resort to the idolatrous ways Ca rdenas and 
Torres called "evil living." Movement away from congregaciones created 
center-periphery place arrangements that, with the passage of time, Sol Tax 
would eventually designate " vacant town" municipios. What he called "town 
nucleus" municipios may be regarded, if they have colonial roo ts, as 
settlement units in which out-migration was more temporary than perma
nent but within which movement, whether to plant fields or trade for cacao, 
still occurred. Geographically, then, colonial Maya communities in G uate
mala were fluid and dynamic, not static or fixed. Nor were they always 
clearly defined, either on paper or in the field. Physically and symbolically, 
their foci may have been identifiable - as in Fuentes y Guzman's map - in the 
form of church towers around which lay Christian burial grounds. But their 
edges were blurred and dissolved into more open, pre-Christian horizons. ,, 

I 

r 

Conclusion 

Even a cursory tour, of the western highlands in particular, reveals in 
Guatemala an arrangement of towns at the centre of which the presence of a 
Catholic church is usually conspicuous. Closer inspection shows certain 
towns where Indians predominate to be internally sub-divided according to 
subtle criteria of language, dress, occupation, ceremonial activity, or place of 
residence. Where Ladinos, people of mixed Spanish and Indian descent, are 
the dominant town inhabitants, the, surrounding countryside is invariably 
populated by Indians living in /more dispersed units of settlement. This 
pattern of "town nucleus" and "vacant town" municipios was very much in 
evidence when , earlier this century, Sol Tax and other anthropologists were 
busily engaged in ethnographic field work. Important findings emerged from 
the research of Tax and his collaborators, but the issue of origins was 
overlooked . 

Although the impact of a different kind of conquest, the past decade from 
1977, has altered significantly the relationship between people and place , still 
much of what is visible today in the cultural landscape of Guatemala reflects 
at work the hand of imperial Spain, and indigenous reaction to it, centuries 
ago. Through congregaci6n, hundreds of pueblos de indios were created that 
formed the embryo of future municipios. These "Indian towns" came into 
being as "congregations" of displaced people who were resettled, by force if 
necessary, so that the goals of empire could be more readily attained. Pueblos 
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were not just where Indians were supposed to become Christians. They were 
also encomiendas, tribute rewards for the Crown and for privileged Spa
niards. While congregacion operated, at many levels, as a powerful instru
ment of Hispanization, Indians resisted acculturation either by flight or by 
re-grouping within pueblos around preconquest affiliations referred to by 
Spaniards as parcialidades. Many of these parcialidades survive today. 

Colonial pueblos were often heterogeneous communities that functioned, 
internally, quite differently from the way postulated by Eric Wolf. Most 
certainly, as the work of Ann Collins on Jacaltenango nicely demonstrates, 
Wolf's model of the Mesoamerican community is still a valid construct to 
uphold.P But the "corporate" nature of community must be examined 
critically, pueblo by pueblo, and no longer be accepted as a general 
proposition. So also, at least geographically, must the "closed" dimension of 
community be reappraised, for the nucleation inherent in congregacion was 
followed soon after by a process of dispersal in which preferences for rural 
not town life were reasserted. In re-populating the countryside, the parciali
dad once again figured prominently, this time as the key to social identity at 
the village or hamlet level." Maya communities in Guatemala, in the present 
day as much as in colonial times, thus may best be regarded as adaptive 
organisms capable of responding to invasion and domination in ways that 
ensure meaningful group preservation. 
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